
Topic –   What is the Business Case for signing up for the AIA 2030 Commitment? 

 

Benefits -  “You can’t improve what you don’t measure”. The AIA 2030 Commitment has a data 
base where project teams can track their projects building performance. From year to 
year, you can determine and improve sustainable strategies for building segments to 
increase energy performance for future buildings. 

 Bring the firm together to invest in a Sustainable Action Plan (SAP). The biggest impact is 
the overall square footage of building you are designing, and the data base can help you 
understand your firm’s current level and a plan to improve them. But part two of the 
SAP is your firm’s sustainable footprint which has less global impact but is very 
important to employees.  

A comprehensive SAP plan gets a firm to minimize their global impact in part one and 
two. 

 A well-planned SAP process gets buy-in from all levels of the firm. 

You can compare your firm overall performance with other firms nationwide, without 
exposing sensitive individual client or firm data. 

You can compare your building segment(s) performance to the national average. 

Set internal goals like the aggressive 2030 goals or a custom-building segment goal or 
your own custom overall firm’s goals. 

As you improve your clients project energy performance, you can market your 
achievement with measurable firm data. 

Promotes early and often measurements of the building Energy Use Intensity (EUI) (a 
common measure of building performance). You can test sustainable strategies as you 
are designing. Lock in the design features with an interweaving of sustainable strategies 
that are as much of the design as the building elements themselves. 

Focus on EUI in lieu of just designing to code (which in definition, is a thin step above 
the bottom of the barrel). 

By keeping a data base of the performance of all your firms’ yearly buildings in various 
design phases you can create a sustainable baseline 

“While there is a perception that high-performance buildings are not cost effective, 
many studies have found that high-performance buildings actually have many economic 
benefits such as an increased market value, lower operating and whole lifecycle costs, 
as well as indirect financial savings through improved health, lower absenteeism, higher 
productivity, and increased attraction and retention of employees.” Quote from noted 
resource. 

Environmental benefits, not directly to the architect or the client cost benefit but 
preserving a local and delicate global habitat balance. 



Since 2012 net-zero non-residential building have increased by 700%. 

High performance building increases a clients asset value. 

High performance buildings reduce operational costs. 

High performance building reduces up-front cost through an Integrated Design Process 
(IDP) 

High performance design improves health and well-being of occupants. 

Stop waiting for code to solve the problem, be a leader in your segment. “You can’t 
improve what you don’t measure”. 

Resources –  ROI of High-Performance Design https://www.aia.org/resources/6409378-roi-of-high-
performance-design 

  ROI: Increasing asset values 

  ROI: Reducing operational costs 

ROI: Reducing up-front costs 

ROI: Attracting and retaining talent 

ROI: Healthier, more productive occupants 
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